CYCLONIC VACUUM ATTACHMENT

NEW TOOL OVERVIEW
199553-5

FEATURES
- Cyclonic action captures up to 90% of dust particles
- Reduces need to empty vacuum main canister/filter by up to 84%
- One-touch release for easy disposal of debris
- 360° positioning for access in tight spaces
- Fits all 18V LXT® and 12V CXT™ hand vacuums

SPECIFICATIONS
UPC Code ........................................................................... 088381-539708

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

EFFICIENCY
Cyclonic action captures up to 90% of dust particles

CONVENIENCE
One-touch release for easy disposal of debris

PRODUCTIVITY
Reduces need to empty vacuum main canister/filter by up to 84%

VERSATILITY
360° positioning for access in tight spaces

RELATED PRODUCTS
1. 18V LXT® Vacuum (XLC01ZB)
2. 18V LXT® Compact Vacuum (XLC02ZW)
3. 18V LXT® Vacuum (XLC02ZB)
4. 18V LXT® Compact Vacuum Kit (XLC02R1B)
5. 18V LXT® Compact Vacuum Kit (XLC02RB1W)